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Whether your requirements are focused 
in data centres, technology infrastructure, 
operations centres or call centres, Norman 
Disney & Young (NDY) has the experience 
and proven track record to deliver solutions 
tailored to your business.

Our expertise in mission critical facility 
design is highly sought-after around  
the globe. Secure mission critical facilities 
are vital for large-scale businesses and 
NDY is well-placed to assist clients in 
developing and maintaining highly efficient 
solutions. By testing and extending best 
practice designs and investing in the 
continued development and enhancement 
of our IP, we continue to deliver a world-
class service offering.

As technology and best practices evolve 
in the mission critical space, NDY invests 
heavily in research and development to 
provide our clients with up-to-date solutions 
for all mission critical requirements.

By our involvement through the project and 
operational cycles of critical facilities, we 
have remained leading participants in the 
market, both in terms of project delivery and 
in driving the agenda for evolution towards 
higher efficiency – in energy use, in capital 
use, and in reducing operating costs.

Our solutions minimise your project 
risks, particularly in existing operational 
environments, and support your focus on 
solid returns for all investments. 

We provide quality strategic advice early 
when it has the greatest impact on lifecycle 
cost, and quality design decisions at all 
stages to provide you with the service 
delivery required from the completed 
project.

We look forward to discussing how we  
can add value to your mission critical 
project needs.

It is critical that we deliver innovative 
solutions that reflect the requirements 

and business drivers of our clients.  

Introduction
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To enhance the lives of others, 
by engineering outstanding projects, 
mindful that every project matters 

To sustain deep and trusting 
relationships with our clients, 
through solving their problems and 
serving them with utmost reliability

To engage our people 
with meaningful, rewarding and 
inspiring opportunities.

Excellence 
Do it once, do it well

Leadership 
Lead in our profession, industry 

and the community

Integrity 
Treat others as we wish to be treated

Collaboration 
Listen, share and contribute

Accountability & Ownership 
Understand the impact of our actions 

and own the outcomes

Innovation 
Inspired creativity to challenge the norm

Our purpose 
is making 

spaces work

Our ethical statement

NDY has a proud tradition of upholding the highest 
ethical standards in the manner by which we conduct 
ourselves as a company. Read our ethical statement 
at www.ndy.com/about-us/our-ethical-statement

Our values Our vision
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Our markets
 › Civic

 › Education

 › Health

 › Industrial

 › Mission Critical

 › Offi ces

 › Residential & Hotels

 › Retail

 › Transport

Our services
 › Acoustics

 › Asset Performance

 › Audio Visual

 › BIM (Building Information Modelling)

 › Communications

 › Controls & Integration

 › Electrical 

 › Fire Engineering

 › Fire Protection

 › Hydraulics

 › ICT Consultancy

 › Interiors

 › Mechanical

 › NDYLIGHT (Lighting Design)

 › Property Consultancy

 › Security

 › Structural & Civil

 › Sustainability

 › Vertical Transportation

As consulting engineers, our purpose is making spaces work. 
We listen to the unique requirements of each client, and tailor our services 
accordingly to every project.

Our collaborative approach to excellence and innovation are core values at 
NDY. We consistently deliver best practice sustainable solutions to achieve 
our clients’ objectives.

Clients come to NDY because they want quality. We take ownership and 
provide clear recommendations while consulting with the utmost integrity. 

Most of all, clients come to us because we listen. We look forward 
to better understanding your business and collaborating with you 
to achieve successful outcomes.

 

What we do
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Our mission critical capabilities
Market Leading  
Technical Knowledge
We have a detailed knowledge of TIA-942 
and Uptime Institute requirements and 
have five Uptime Institute Tier accredited 
Designers. We were the designers for the 
first Uptime Institute Tier III Constructed 
certified facility in Australia and Tier III design 
certified facilities in London. Our team has 
an excellent knowledge of current data 
centre technologies and regularly carry out 
total cost of ownership assessment of key 
components of mission critical facilities, 
such as UPS and cooling technologies.

Understanding Data Centres
We have delivered data centre projects for 
colocation providers, managed services 
providers, data centre owners and tenants. 
Through this diverse work we have gained 
an extensive knowledge of both the 
operational and business drivers for these 
different types of facilities. Based on this 
knowledge, we will be able to provide 
our clients with informed advice when 
developing the data centre strategies.

Advanced Design Tools
In delivering data centre designs, we 
use the latest tools including Building 
Information Modelling (BIM) models. The 
use of BIM as an operational tool for 
data centres is significant. NDY are at the 
forefront of this technology and currently 
have several engagements for BIM 
management on data centre projects.

Strength in Depth
We have delivered many data centres 
across Europe and the Asia Pacific region. 
Through these projects we have developed 
a large team of senior staff with extensive 
data centre experience. We actively move 
staff between locations and operate as one 
company, actively sharing information and 
knowledge across the group. Our senior 
staff are regular presenters at international 
conferences.

Operational Data Centre 
Experience 
Our operational knowledge coupled 
with significant on-site experience, has 
allowed for the development of skills in 
identifying operational risks and transition 
management strategies. In delivering 
existing data centre projects, we work 
closely with commissioning managers to 
provide solutions that can be successfully 
commissioned in the existing operational 
environment. 
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Our Capabilities – New Facilities
Our understanding of the data centre 
market and latest technologies allows us 
to deliver flexible solutions that meet our 
clients’ current and future needs, built 
on experience in a wide range of mission 
critical project roles including a detailed 
insight into potential tenant’s requirements. 

We can add value to your project in the 
following areas:

Business Case Development

Our specific skill-sets allow us to add true 
value to your business case including: 

 › Initial feasibility studies 

 › Site selection (including utilities searches) 

 › Budget development using current 
costing knowledge from multiple real 
projects across multiple market sectors.

Concept Development

The key decisions in developing data 
centre concepts are technology selection 
and developing the layout of the building. 
NDY have particular expertises:

 › Technology selection 

 › Scalable and modular concepts 

 › Site and plant layout

 › Tier rating and Practical Resilience.  

Detailed Design and 3D Realisation 

Our flexible working approach allows us to 
maximise our added value regardless of the 
project delivery methodology. Some key 
contributors to our design methodology are: 

 › 100% 3D Revit design

 › CFD analysis 

 › BIM and BIM Management

 › Pre-purchase Specification

 › Controls and Monitoring.

Peer Review

Based on our reputation as thought leaders 
in mission critical facility design, NDY are 
regularly engaged for peer review roles. We 
augment the design process by:

 › Working with the project team to agree 
expectations on design deliverables

 › Proactive approach to design review 

 › Collaborate with the design team to 
eliminate delays

 › Review of design against Tier standards

 › Failure mode analyses.

Tenant Representative

We are also regularly engaged by anchor 
tenants during the design process. Some 
key differences from the landlord side peer 
review are:

 › Developing tenant briefs and assistance 
with developing service level agreements

 › Streamlining existing tenant requirements

 › Integration of tenant based systems 
(such as DCIM) into the base building 
infrastructure

 › Assisting tenants to understand 
operational constraints. 

Construction Services

NDY’s specialists all have practical data 
centre experience and have delivered data 
centre projects from design through to 
construction. Our key differentiators are: 

 › Construction monitoring by experienced 
engineers 

 › Adherence to detailed quality 
requirements

 › Understanding of construction process 

 › BIM creation and management

 › Integrated systems testing

 › Operational readiness testing.  

Client Representative

Often on the back of successful peer 
review roles, and typically where a reduced 
scope design has been completed by the 
design consultant, we are engaged by the 
client to act as their representative during 
the construction phase to achieve:  

 › Holding contractor to account on design 
completion

 › Assisting contractor in resolving 
outstanding design issues.

 › Prioritising key design tasks

 › Adherence to detailed quality 
requirements.
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Our Capabilities – Existing Facilities
Existing operational data centres offer 
unique challenges compared to new build 
facilities. In planning a data centre upgrade, 
consideration must be given to the nature 
of the facility, operational constraints 
and future requirements. At NDY, we 
understand the risks that working in an 
operational environment bring. Our designs 
rely on this understanding of operational 
facilities in our development of new build 
data centres as well as existing facilities. 
Our services include:

Facility Audits

Our team use their detailed understanding 
of operational data centres and legacy 
equipment to baseline existing facilities, 
identify risks and seek opportunities for 
improvements such as: 

 › TIA-942 and Uptime Institute Tier 
assessments

 › Identification of end of life and 
unsupported plant.

 › Capacity analysis including identification 
of stranded, unused capacity.

 › Resilience reviews and single point  
of failure analysis

 › Energy reviews

 › Review of operational procedures

 › Review of dependence on external 
infrastructure (such as base building plant)

 › Assistance with CAPEX budget develo-
pment for lifecycle replacement projects. 

Master plan Development

The development of a site master plan is an 
invaluable tool in the effective management 
of an existing facility allowing the client to 
minimise CAPEX. Features of our master 
planning includes:

 › Identification of resilience and capacity 
issues

 › Technology selection to combine with 
existing infrastructure

 › Identification of key constraints

 › Step by step plan identifying capacity 
and resilience that each step delivers

 › High level transition plan

 › Identification of key risks

 › Lead time to deliver upgrade

 › Budget development.

Detailed Design and Implementation

In an existing operational environment 
detail in the planning and design is vital in 
managing the implementation risk.  
For such projects we offer:

 › Staged design

 › Detailed step by step transition plan

 › Risk management plan

 › Transition management and support

 › Integrated systems testing.

Tuning

Operational data centres need to adapt to 
the load profile installed within them. Our 
team can assist in tuning and optimising the 
data centre to maximise efficiency including:

 › Optimising mechanical plant

 › Identification of areas where plant can  
be isolated until load increases

 › Identification of stray loads

 › Validation of alarm management.

Tenant Review

We provide expert level consultancy in 
support to a data centre tenant including:

 › Creating tenant briefs and assistance 
with developing service level agreements

 › Knowledge of available data centre 
space in the market

 › Streamlining existing tenant requirements 
to reduce costs and redundancy

 › Tier reviews of potential data centre space

 › Assistance with integration of tenant 
based systems (such as DCIM) into the 
base building infrastructure

 › Assisting tenant to understand 
operational constraints of the data centre

 › Assistance with IT migration. 
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Data centres 
& sustainability
The environmental issue is one that now touches our lives 
in all sorts of ways but few people understand the impact 
that the computing world makes on our carbon footprint.
Data centres, the work horses that support 
the internet and the recent growth in 
remote computing, are massive power 
users. A 5kW rack, typical of racks in 
modern computing environments, produces 
approximately 100kg of carbon in one 
week, somewhere in the environment. To 
put it in context, such a rack produces its 
own volume in carbon in just seven weeks. 

While it sounds counter intuitive to speak 
of green data centres, with this massive 
power usage comes a massive opportunity 
to improve the status quo. The transfer 
of servers from office based data centres 
(typically with a PUE of 2.5+) to a modern 
co-location data centre (with a PUE of 
1.2) has the potential to more than half 
the energy usage for the same processing 
power. This, coupled with increased server 
utilisation driven by cloud computing based 
solutions (and hence more processes per 
kW of IT load), demonstrates the potential 
reduction in carbon footprint that a modern 
data centre can achieve.

Rightly, much of the emphasis in data 
centre development is based on energy 
efficiency, but other resources need also 

to be considered. Depending upon the 
cooling technology data centres can be 
large water users and water minimisation 
and rainwater harvesting are key 
opportunities given data centres typically 
have large roofs and hence large rainwater 
collection areas.

The location of a data centre also offers 
opportunities to reduce its carbon footprint 
whether it is adaptive re-use of existing 
buildings; access to green power such 
as hydroelectric; proximity to power 
sources to reduce transmission losses; or 
favourable environments to maximise the 
use of free cooling.

NDY as recognised leaders in the data 
centre market have been at the forefront 
of developments in this area. NDY 
representatives have spoken at many key 
industry conferences on the challenge of 
green data centres and sit on the European 
Commission Renewable Energies Unit for 
the new European code of conduct for 
data centres.
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For more than sixty years NDY has provided 
consulting engineering services on strategic 
projects throughout Asia, Australia, Canada, Europe, 
New Zealand and the UK.

These award-winning projects are testament to the quality of our 
innovation, expertise and personnel. The following examples 
of our experience are a snapshot of our ability to deliver world’s 
best practice projects of all sizes.

To view a comprehensive outline of our project experience 
visit our website www.ndy.com

NDY mission critical 
experience



About the project:

As part of Metronode’s national roll out of new 
state-of-the-art data centre facilities, NDY was 
appointed to deliver infrastructure services for 
the first site in Melbourne. In close collaboration 
with Metronode, NDY developed the spatial, load 
planning strategies and system topologies to 
meet all the requirements for an Uptime Institute 
Tier III certified facility.

Metronode’s key vision is to establish facilities 
that will be recognised for their operational 
performance and efficiency by offering a world 
class PUE (Power Utilisation Effectiveness). 
Performance of the facility would not just hinge 
off the operation of the BladeRoom®, but also 
the operation of supporting infrastructure, as this 
impacts the overall PUE.

NDY have since delivered similar facilities  
in Perth, Sydney and Illawarra.

Features and Innovations:

 › By designing supporting plant and 
infrastructure to operate at higher 
temperatures, the design team were able  
to utilise direct outside air cooling and natural 
ventilation technologies, supplemented by  
DX cooling plant.

 › Technology assessments were conducted on 
various Mechanical and Electrical systems 
to match the proposed loads and optimise 
system operation.

 › NDY were also closely involved with Metronode 
to validate the performance of the systems 
during commissioning, allowing Metronode  
to receive Uptime Institute Tier III certification 
for the constructed facility.

Services:

 › BMS

 › Commissioning 
Management

 › Electrical

 › Fire Protection

 › Mechanical

 › Security

Metronode Data Centres, Melbourne, Sydney, Perth and Illawarra

The Melbourne 2 facility  
was the first Uptime Institute 
Tier III certified constructed 

facility in Australia. 

Data Centres Australia



Services

 › Acoustics

 › Electrical

 › Fire Protection

 › Hydraulics

 › Mechanical

 › Security

Suncorp Disaster Recovery Facility Upgrade Jurgens St., Woolloongabba, Queensland

Mission Critical, Australia

About the project

Suncorp engaged NDY to design a complete lifecycle 
replacements and capacity upgrades to their existing 
critical services electrical and mechanical infrastructure 
for their 400 square metre data centre and disaster 
recovery facility in Woolloongabba, Queensland.  The 
project spanned over two consecutive fi nancial years 
(FY18/19 to FY19/20) with upgrade and rectifi cation 
works separated into two separable portions of staged 
works.  Notable elements of the works included:

 › Wholesale replacement of the existing site main 
switchboard

 › Replacement of the existing standby diesel 
generators

 › Replacement of the existing UPS and battery systems

 › EOL replacements of existing CRAC units, PDU 
switchboards and gas suppression systems

 › Expansion of the existing data centre load capacity 
through provision of additional CRAC units and UPS 
capacity

 › Power and airfl ow balancing throughout the data hall, 
including retrofi tting of cold aisle containment systems 
throughout to improve operating effi ciencies

NDY has built rapport with Suncorp through our 
previous engagements including past upgrade/
improvement projects at this same facility as well 
as the Suncorp Metway Centre and Suncorp 
headquarters at 80 Ann Street in Brisbane. Suncorp 
is a solution-focused client and values NDY’s input, 
making for a highly productive and collaborative 
working environment and project team culture.

Over the two-year project programme, NDY 
completed the following works in a timely manner. The 
team helped the client by:

 › Developing Staging Strategy reports to inform the 
onsite sequencing of works and facilitate a ‘zero-
downtime’ upgrade and replacement pathway

 › Administering testing and commissioning procedures 
onsite directly with the contractors

 › Assisting in the Suncorp Change Management 
process to ease approval processes for high-risk 
activities

 › Delivering the detailed services designs and 
monitoring the quality of construction works through 
to completion

NDY designs mitigated all single points of failure 
throughout the facility. This was a risk mitigation factor 
for Suncorp, as there had been numerous lingering 
concerns regarding the reliability of the Jurgens Street 
facility. Furthermore, the additional load capacity within 
the supporting infrastructure has allowed the client’s 
data centre to be more highly utilized with additional IT 
equipment now accommodated.

The newly installed equipment in the data centre 
has eradicated the need for Suncorp to house the 
equipment elsewhere, which is a substantial benefi t to 
Suncorp critical operations.



About the project:

London based data centre company VIRTUS 
called upon the mission critical expertise of NDY 
to design their LONDON2 data centre in Hayes, 
West London.

The brief from VIRTUS was clear: to provide a 
flexible cost-effective data centre space that was 
extremely energy efficient. VIRTUS had a clear 
objective to achieve a load density of up to 2kW 
per square metre at a very low PUE using a  
Tier III topology to provide over 65,000 sq ft  
of data hall space.

The use of indirect fresh air cooling supplemented 
by adiabatic cooling was key to underlining energy 
efficiency at Hayes. The subsequent lowering  
of the load-to-site energy ratio means VIRTUS  
will now have more power to use, or capacity  
to spare, adding to the flexibility of their offering.

Features and Innovations:

 › Indirect fresh air cooling supplemented  
by adiabatic cooling

 › High efficiency self scaling modular UPS systems

 › Hot aisle containment and elevated server  
inlet temperatures

 › Direct/indirect fresh air cooling of plantrooms

 › Self cooled high efficiency transformers

 › Heat pump heating/cooling of office spaces

 › Sophisticated optimised control and  
monitoring systems

 › Photovoltaics to part offset energy consumption

 › An integrated communications network

 › Borehole water

 › DCiM.

Services:

 › Comunications/ICT

 › Electrical

 › Fire

 › Hydraulics

 › Mechanical

Awards:

DatacenterDynamics  
EMEA Awards 2014 
 › Finalist – Data Center 
Blueprints Award 

VIRTUS LONDON2 Data Centre, London, England

NDY was able to  
generate approximately  
30 per cent savings on  

energy expenditure.

Data Centres United Kingdom
Watch our video documentary on NDYTV  
http://www.ndy.com/news/sustainability/london2_virtus

Services

 › Acoustics

 › Electrical

 › Fire Protection

 › Hydraulics

 › Mechanical

 › Security

Suncorp Disaster Recovery Facility Upgrade Jurgens St., Woolloongabba, Queensland

Mission Critical, Australia

About the project

Suncorp engaged NDY to design a complete lifecycle 
replacements and capacity upgrades to their existing 
critical services electrical and mechanical infrastructure 
for their 400 square metre data centre and disaster 
recovery facility in Woolloongabba, Queensland.  The 
project spanned over two consecutive fi nancial years 
(FY18/19 to FY19/20) with upgrade and rectifi cation 
works separated into two separable portions of staged 
works.  Notable elements of the works included:

 › Wholesale replacement of the existing site main 
switchboard

 › Replacement of the existing standby diesel 
generators

 › Replacement of the existing UPS and battery systems

 › EOL replacements of existing CRAC units, PDU 
switchboards and gas suppression systems

 › Expansion of the existing data centre load capacity 
through provision of additional CRAC units and UPS 
capacity

 › Power and airfl ow balancing throughout the data hall, 
including retrofi tting of cold aisle containment systems 
throughout to improve operating effi ciencies

NDY has built rapport with Suncorp through our 
previous engagements including past upgrade/
improvement projects at this same facility as well 
as the Suncorp Metway Centre and Suncorp 
headquarters at 80 Ann Street in Brisbane. Suncorp 
is a solution-focused client and values NDY’s input, 
making for a highly productive and collaborative 
working environment and project team culture.

Over the two-year project programme, NDY 
completed the following works in a timely manner. The 
team helped the client by:

 › Developing Staging Strategy reports to inform the 
onsite sequencing of works and facilitate a ‘zero-
downtime’ upgrade and replacement pathway

 › Administering testing and commissioning procedures 
onsite directly with the contractors

 › Assisting in the Suncorp Change Management 
process to ease approval processes for high-risk 
activities

 › Delivering the detailed services designs and 
monitoring the quality of construction works through 
to completion

NDY designs mitigated all single points of failure 
throughout the facility. This was a risk mitigation factor 
for Suncorp, as there had been numerous lingering 
concerns regarding the reliability of the Jurgens Street 
facility. Furthermore, the additional load capacity within 
the supporting infrastructure has allowed the client’s 
data centre to be more highly utilized with additional IT 
equipment now accommodated.

The newly installed equipment in the data centre 
has eradicated the need for Suncorp to house the 
equipment elsewhere, which is a substantial benefi t to 
Suncorp critical operations.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6GvLc-ZfRi8&t=


About the project:

As part of Melbourne Water’s plans to vacate 
from their existing accommodation into new 
facilities, it was acknowledged that they 
needed to develop a specific space for the 
accommodation and management of their IT 
infrastructure. 

As part of their overall mission & vision. 
Melbourne Water are committed to providing 
sustainable design outcomes and were keen to 
ensure that their new data centre facility would 
deliver against this requirement.

NDY were also appointed to design the 
communications infrastructure for the data 
centre and provided input to the IT infrastructure 
layout and planning. In addition to this, NDY 
also managed the delivery of the Architectural, 
Structural and Civil services for this project.

Features and Innovations:

 › The facility has been designed using an indirect 
free cooling solution that aims to reduce overall 
cooling energy whilst providing the required 
operating performance within the facility.

 › Through the design development of the  
air cooling solution and rack system design 
utilising free cooling and rack air containment 
technologies, we have been able to offer 
Melbourne Water a reduction in energy 
consumption in the order of 40 per cent for  
the operation of the cooling system compared 
to their existing facility.

Services:

 › Communications

 › Electrical

 › Fire

 › Hydraulics

 › Mechanical

Awards:

Victorian iAward 
 › Sustainability and Green IT

2012 AIRAH Award 
 › Excellence in Sustainability

Melbourne Water Data Centre, Melbourne, VIC

The energy savings are but one 
of the facility benefits. Others 
include; increased reliability, 

maintainability, operational safety, 
use of under-utilised existing 

assets and planned expansion via 
adaptable services solutions.

Data Centres Australia



Data Centres United Kingdom

About the project:

In partnership with Spire Technology, NDY was 
appointed as lead engineers for a data centre 
site with over 90,000 sq ft of technical space in 
Welwyn Garden City. The site has a planned load 
demand of over 24MVA. It has been designed to 
feature five separate data centres, four of which 
will exceed 20,000 sq ft in size.

Features and Innovations:

 › A modular design was developed to ensure 
that the facility is easy to procure, install, 
operate and upgrade as necessary.

 › The site has high security measures so as 
to meet the requirements of tenants in the 
financial sector. These include interlocking 
vehicle gates, perimeter intrusion detection  
and mantrap doors.

Services:

 › Communications

 › Electrical

 › Fire

 › Mechanical

 › Power

 › Security

Welwyn Data Centre Welwyn Garden City, England

A modular design was 
developed to ensure that the 

facility is easy to procure, 
install, operate and upgrade as 

necessary.



About the project:

NDY were engaged for detailed concept design, 
design review, and performance acceptance 
testing on behalf of IBM. After handover of 
the design concept for D&C developer tender 
and award, this included review of the D&C 
Developer’s detailed design for compliance 
with the concept design, development of the 
performance acceptance testing plan, and  
on-site commissioning management and 
witnessing of performance acceptance tests.

Features and Innovations:

 › As the developer of all performance 
acceptance testing, NDY documented some 
70 pages of detailed testing for handover. 
This was completed by the developer prior 
to a 4 week intensive period during which 
NDY represented the client in witnessing the 
outcomes of tests, and any re-testing required.

 › As part of the test regime, operational 
readiness testing was included, requiring 
the facility managers to recover from failure 
scenarios.

 › In delivering their project, our team were able  
to demonstrate our detailed understanding of 
all aspects of the construction and operation  
of a mission critical data centre.

Services:

 › Controls

 › Electrical

 › Fire

 › Hydraulics

 › Mechanical

 › Performance Testing

IBM Highbrook Business Park, Auckland, New Zealand

As part of the test regime, 
operational readiness testing 
was included, requiring the 
facility managers to recover 

from failure scenarios.

Data Centres New Zealand



About the project:

This technology development stands as one of 
Europe’s largest Internet Gateway and Colocation 
Centres, built for an international Internet Carrier.

Originally a gin factory, this site has been 
redeveloped to house a global IP exchange 
together with collocation web hosting services. 
The facility measures 28,000 sq m and comprises 
24,000 sq m of technical space for IP function. 
Since completion, it serves as a major IP hub 
between North America and Europe.

Features and Innovations:

 › The engineering services designed by NDY 
feature a 11kV 19MVA power system with 
100% standby generator backup. 

 › Technical space is cooled by a refrigeration 
plant of 13,000kWR and serviced by a  
7,500kVA UPS power plant.

 › All systems are designed to provide an 
unsurpassed level of resilience.

Services:

 › Building Management 
Systems (BMS)

 › Electrical

 › Fire Protection 

 › High Voltage Power

 › Mechanical Services

 › Security

 › Vertical Transportation

Internet Protocol Gateway & Colocation Centre, London, England

Originally a gin factory,  
this site has been redeveloped 
to house a global IP exchange 

together with collocation  
web hosting services.

Critical Facilities United Kingdom



About the project:

The Northern Data Centre project consisted  
of an upgrade and conversion of an existing 
30,000 sq m warehouse building into a data 
centre facility. The design of this data centre  
was undertaken without preconceptions and with 
the aim to radically depart from standard design 
practice to increase the energy efficiency of the 
design and build a state-of-the-art data centre 
while maintaining the quality and reliability of this 
critical facility. 

With this in mind a ground breaking pressure 
free cooling solution was developed enabling 
control of the internal environment with minimal 
use of chillers, thereby greatly reducing CO2 
emissions. The system benefits from the low 
external ambient temperatures – prevalent in 
the local climate for much of the year – with 
supplementary cooling taking place during peak 
ambient conditions.

Features and Innovations:

 › The design allowed for the complete removal  
of chillers subject to acceptance of slightly 
wider operating conditions by the IT  
equipment suppliers.

 › The use of direct air cooling requires large 
volumes of air at low velocity into and out of 
the data halls. To facilitate this, the data halls 
were raised on a new structural floor with air 
plenum below. The ventilation system delivers 
the supply air into the under croft supply 
plenum. The design allows for 100 per cent 
of this airflow to be drawn from external fresh 
air with the capability of mixing warm return 
air, cooling and de-humidifying to create the 
required supply air condition.

 › The key to the success of project is the  
design of a low velocity, low pressure system. 
Under normal conditions, the fans use less 
than 5 per cent of the total facility load.  
Further, mechanical cooling is not required  
to meet industry standard conditions.

Services:

 › Electrical

 › Energy Conservation

 › Energy Modelling

 › Mechanical

 › Ratings

Awards:

Datacentre Dynamics 2008 
 › ‘Green Datacentre’ Award

CIBSE Low Carbon 
Performance Award 2010 
 ›  Design or Technical 
Innovation of the Year

HP Wynyard Data Centre, Wynyard, England

By using the cool English air to 
directly cool the IT equipment, 

the system is expected to provide 
an annual energy saving of over 

40 per cent compared to a typical 
modern design.

Data Centres United Kingdom



About the project:

ASG Ltd appointed NDY in November 2009 to 
provide engineering consulting services for their 
first managed services data centre in Perth, 
Western Australia. NDY provided input from the 
concept stage of this project up to construction 
completion across all services.

The project was developed within a tight 
programme and budget and NDY met and 
exceeded the client’s expectations on all fronts, 
providing a project utilising our 3D modelling 
capabilities and meeting the budget cost 
expectations of the client.

Features and Innovations:

 › The technical area facility is designed to 
provide a robust data centre environment 
with a high level of system reliability and 
maintainability. The installation is designed for 
a technical area load and is supported by three 
standby generators in an N+1 arrangement, 
three chillers in an N+1 arrangement and 
two UPS systems in an A+B distribution 
configuration.

 › We undertook an assessment of the cooling 
solutions based on the Perth environment 
to determine the most suitable design. The 
mechanical services systems provide the most 
efficient design within the parameters of the 
load and redundancy requirements.

Services:

 › Acoustics 

 › BIM

 › Electrical

 › Fire

 › Hydraulic

 › Mechanical

 › Security

ASG Data Centre, Perth Bentley, WA

The technical area facility is 
designed to provide a robust 

data centre environment with 
a high level of system reliability 

and maintainability.
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About the project:

The IP Gateway in Munich was the first of a 
series of German projects for a major US-based 
carrier. It was designed to house mission critical 
telecommunications transmission equipment and 
to offer rental accommodation to the IT industry. 
The facility is within a former tyre warehouse 
of approximately 6200 sq m over two levels. It 
was completed in less than 10 months after the 
commencement of the design.

The engineering services designed by NDY 
incorporated the requirement for staged local 
growth without interruption to the day-to-day 
operation of the facility. The various engineering 
systems were designed for ‘seamless’ expansion. 
Continuity of load is protected by diverse power 
distribution systems.

Features and Innovations:

 › The design provided a template for the roll-out 
programme.

 › The systems can cater for an ultimate demand 
of 6000kVA. 

 › The security installation includes biometric palm 
readers, CCTV cameras, door access control 
and acoustic break glass units. These can be 
monitored either locally or remotely.

Services:

 › Electrical

 › Mechanical

 › Power

 › Security

Internet Protocol Gateway & Colocation Centre, Munich, Germany

Critical Facilities Europe

The various engineering 
systems were designed 

for ‘seamless’ expansion. 
Continuity of load is  

protected by diverse power 
distribution systems.
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Global Switch 
London, England

Services: 

Electrical.

About the project: 

Due to our experience in data centre design, 
Global Switch appointed NDY to act on as 
engineering monitoring reviewers for all new 
fitouts within their London facility. This is one 
of the largest facilities of its kind in Europe; it 
features 42,000 sq m of floor space.

Features and Innovations: 

 › Each tenant had their own specific 
requirements. NDY was responsible for varying 
designs and ensuring that all variations could 
be effectively integrated into Global Switch’s 
infrastructure. All designs also had to meet the 
standards set by Global Switch.

 › In order to ensure a consistent service delivery, 
NDY developed a fitout guide for all new 
contractors and tenants. This guide continues 
to provide Global Switch with a consistent 
installation at all stages of fitout design, 
construction and handover.

IBM Blue Gene Project 
Melbourne, VIC

Services: 

Electrical, Fire Protection, Hydraulics and 
Mechanical.

About the project: 

NDY were appointed by IBM Australia to 
provide engineering consultant services for 
the development of a new data centre at the 
University of Melbourne that houses the first IBM 
BlueGene supercomputer platform in Australia.

Features and Innovations: 

 › The project was developed within an existing 
and occupied building and careful planning and 
implementation was required to minimise the 
impact to the existing occupiers of the building.

 › The installation has been provided with an 
N+1 redundant air cooled chiller plant, with 
an additional water buffer vessel to provide 
added system resilience to the high density 
supercomputer in the event of a system failure. 
An N+1 UPS system provides backup to the 
critical load equipment in the room and the 
room is fire protected by a combination of  
pre-action sprinklers and gas suppression.

Operations Centre 
Sydney, NSW

Services: 

Electrical, Fire, Hydraulics, Mechanical.

About the project: 

This operations centre houses data centre, 
telecommunications transmission equipment 
and office space for support staff. There was 
an emphasis on providing redundancy for all 
services and the elimination of any single points 
of failure in all engineering services.

Features and Innovations: 

A total project design and construction period  
of six months required innovation in both the 
design and construction management process. 
The fast-tracked process was assisted by:

 › Designing the building to locate all services 
in service corridors and outside the data 
and transmission room spaces. This allowed 
fitout of the rooms to proceed in parallel with 
construction and commissioning, and keeps 
services maintenance personnel outside of 
these sensitive areas in the future.

 › Breaking down services design into tender 
packages that could be let in advance, to 
facilitate early delivery of equipment and 
construction of long lead time items.

 › Proactive approach to the design to allow  
the layout of key areas to be locked in and 
services design and tender to proceed.

Critical Facilities Australia



Telecommunications  
Exchange Service Upgrade 
Melbourne, VIC

Services: 

Building Automation, Earthing, Electrical, 
DC Plant Infrastructure, Emergency Power 
Generation, Mechanical, Power Quality and UPS.

About the project: 

This exchange operated with a relatively 
consistent power demand for several years before 
sudden growth in data traffic volumes, customer 
base, and equipment load led to the doubling of 
the 500 kVA demand within a few years, requiring 
an enhanced arrangement for selected plant.
NDY’s unique approach to implementation-driven 
design enabled upgrades at this exchange to 
be completed without the need to shutdown 
revenue-generating operations.

Features and Innovations: 

 › Alternate supply changeover switches for  
the DC Power Plants

 › Rectifier switchboard upgrade to a second 
main switchboard

 › New major mechanical services switchboard  
to diversify cooling plant supplies

 › New generator switchboard

 › Removal and replacement of the two generator 
sets, with a temporary packaged set used 
during the change over to maintain redundancy 
of backup plant at all times.

Pay TV Digital Media Centre 
Sydney, NSW

Services: 

Electrical, Fire Protection, Hydraulics and 
Mechanical.

About the project: 

The facility consists of a main equipment space 
containing broadcast and internet IP equipment. 
NDY was engaged in the design and construction 
of the facility, from conception to completion. To 
accommodate the facility’s ultimate electrical load 
requirement, new substation infrastructure was 
established on site.

Features and Innovations: 

 › The air conditioning plant consists of an n+1 
chiller configuration, which distributes chilled 
water to relevant areas via a bi-directional 
(redundant) chilled water loop.

 › Due to the long lead time for the equipment 
rack fitout within the main equipment space, it 
was necessary to complete the technical area 
several months ahead of the balance of the 
project. NDY developed a staging strategy that 
enabled testing to be carried out with a hired 
UPS powered from temporary switchboards 
and builders supply, with seamless transfer to 
the final configuration when it became available.

 › The facility also contains a purpose-built control 
room that monitors the national network. There 
were stringent requirements within this space 
for lighting and air conditioning control.

Transatlantic Fibre Optic  
Cable Landing Station 
Bude, England

Services: 

Electrical, Fire Protection, Hydraulics,  
Mechanical, Security, and Power.

About the project: 

Situated on the west coast of England in 
Cornwall, this 3,800 sq m Technology Centre 
houses transmission and power supply 
equipment for the trans-continental fibre link 
between America and England. The 5000V DC 
power supplies for the transmission equipment 
are derived in boost stages from the 54V central 
low voltage DC power plant and battery system.

Features and Innovations: 

 › The site features a fast track steel frame 
building. All electrical cabling and plant items 
are supported from below. This greatly reduces 
loading of the secondary steelwork.

 › The resulting structure and roof was erected 
in just eight weeks. This ensured that the 
installation of services could commence 
immediately.
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Our objective for each project 
is to provide solutions which 
embrace the latest and most 

suitable technologies and which 
meet our clients’ current and 

future needs.

Brian Waddell
Director, 
Norman Disney & Young



Join us on social media at
www.ndy.com/followus

This document contains confi dential material. 
All reasonable precautionary methods in handling the 

document and the information contained herein should be 
taken to prevent any third party from obtaining access. 

Copyright © Norman Disney & Young. All rights 
reserved. No part of the contents of this document may 
be reproduced or transmitted in any form by any means 

without the written permission of Norman Disney & Young.
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